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Travel to Russian North

«Visit» Russian
North

Here, under heavy north conditions, where
survival becomes a crucial need, people go
to know outworld, themselves and their
companions.
Еvery step to the North made by man gives
him new fit of energy and inspiration.
―North opens face of our soul what let us
behave without stereotypes and complexes‖.
(Oleg Kodola)
Welcome
Tourist agency ―Visit‖ is regional tour
operator, registered in Federal List of
Russian Tour Operators, offers different
services:
- reservation in hotel and touristic
complexes of Arkhangelsk and region;
- organization of conferences, seminars,
incentive-tours;
- transport service;
- Russian visas for foreigners;
- reservation and sale of tickets.
- excursion programs for group and
individuals on request.
- highly professional guides and interpreters.
The whole Arkhangelsk-Region is for you!
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Letter of General Director

Dear Sirs!
We are pleased to introduce Tourist Agency
“VISIT” Arkhangelsk, Russia.
We hope the tourist companies and individuals
looking for getting acquainted with Russian
North find the following information interesting.
Tourist agency "Visit" is a professional
tourist services company possessing
extensive local knowledge, expertise and
resources, specialized on design and
implementation of events, activities, tours,
transportation and program logistics.
Founded in 1989, each year we improve our
technology. Nowadays tourist agency "Visit" is
the leading company of tourist business in
Arkhangelsk region (North-West of Russia).
"Visit" has two sales offices in Arkhangelsk and
great team of young creative travel
professionals .
As the company is focused on customizing
programs and tours for the client we are very
flexible in our arrangements. We do all our best
to provide special interests for the clients.
Influenced by the season of the year we will
give you innovative suggestions for activities
that range from cultural experiences, for
example like tours to Solovetskie islands to
pure adventure, like snowmobile safari.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you wish
to receive further information on our new
products / And welcome on Russian North!
Sincerely yours,
Alexander Beletskiy,
General director TA "Visit"
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Arkhangelsk, formerly called
Archangel in English, is a city and
the administrative center of
Arkhangelsk Rigion, Russia.
It lies on both banks of the Northern
Dvina river near its exit into the White
Sea in the far north of European
Russia.
City districts spread for over 40
kilometers (25 mi) along the banks of
the river and numerous islands of its
delta.

Arkhangelsk

Arkhangelsk was the chief seaport of
medieval Russia.
Also it has two Airports: the main city
Airport Talagi and the smaller Vaskovo
Airport.

The city is located at the very end of
the 1,133 km (704 mi) long railroad,
connecting it to Moscow via Vologda
and Yaroslavl.
Population: 356,051.
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Our tourist agency provide hotel reservation for the
entire region.

Hotels in Arkhangelsk and region

Popular hotels in Arkhangelsk and the region
HOTELS
―Pur - Navolok Hotel‖ and new Hotel `Stolitsa
Pomorja` is located in the historical, business and
cultural center of Arkhangelsk, on the picturesque
embankment of the Northern Dvina River. Mostly rooms
have a wonderful view on the river. All rooms are
equipped with mini bars.
Hotel "Dvina" is situated just in the center of the town
in the 12-floor building. There are 195 rooms.
The new comfortable hotel ―Kargopol‖ is located
right in the centre of town Kargopol. Hotel offers 17
rooms with modern conveniences. There are different
facilities at the hotel: conference hall, Internet-access
and other services.
TOURISTIC COMPLEXES.
Malye Korely
Touristic village Malye Korely is located half hour drive
west of center Arkhangelsk (25 km), on the picturesque
place, not far from bank of the Northern Dvina opposite
to well-known museum of Wooden Architecture ―Malye
Korely‖.
The forest hotel ―Golubino‖ is situated on the
picturesque bank of the Pinega-river in close vicinity to
the caves and State reserve park Pinega.
SOLOVKI
Touristic complex ―Solovki‖ is located in the green
zone not far from village Solovetskiy, on the bank of
picturesque lake ―Varyazhskoe‖.
The Solovki hotel is located in one of the most
picturesque places of the Solovetsky Islands, within a
few minutes‗ walk of the Solovetsky Monastery. The
hotel is constructed from wood in the traditional style
and technology of the Russian North.
SOLO hostel is located in right in the middle of the
settlement, opposite to the Solovetsky monastery.
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Walks and fishing at the delta of
Northern Dvina river

Walks and fishing at the delta
of Northern Dvina river
Cruises and walks by motor ships
yachts and boats fine opportunity to
take pleasure in beautiful views of a
northern nature.
Unique historical monument of
domestic shipbuilding is the old
wheel-operated steamboat
"Nikolai Vasilevich Gogol".
In 1911 the new gorgeous snow-white
steamboat began carrying passengers
on the route Arkhangelsk – Vologda,
later other routes were introduced.
And nowadays 100 years old
steamboat is also popular and still
makes cruises across
Northern Dvina river.
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Walks and fishing at the delta of
Northern Dvina river

Walks and fishing at the delta
of Northern Dvina river

For individual tourists and fans of fishing we offer
both excursions and fishing tours on motor
YACHT and the boat QUICKSILVER 670.
You can rent a boat with driver (up to 4 persons)
and motor yachts (up to 10 persons)
Excursions
Walk along the river (4 hours)
the boat - 180 €, yacht – 200 €
A trip to the fortress of Novodvinsk (4 hours)
the boat - 190 €, yacht – 220 €
Fishing
Novodvinsk fortress and Mudyug Island (8-10
hours) - the boat - 250 €, yacht – 290 €
Fishing on the White Sea (8-10 hours) –
the boat - 260 €, yacht – 300 €

Northern Rivers are rich in different fishes: perch,
navaga, flounder, bream, orfe etc.
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Aviatours to Solovki

Aviatours to Solovki

Regular Aviatours
Route № 1 (3 days / 2 nights)
Monday – Wednesday, Wednesday – Friday, Friday –
Sunday
Day 1
08.55. meeting on railway station. Excursion around
the city. Transfer to the airport. 13.00-13.30 – flight to
the Solovky islands. Check-in. Lunch. Excursion.
"History and architecture of the Solovky monastery".
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion program for this day: "By blue
and green roads of Solovky islands", "Botanical
Garden". Lunch. Free time. Dinner (individual).
Day 3
Breakfast. Bus excursion on Sekirnaya mountain.
Lunch. Departure to Arkhangelsk. Excursion to the
Museum Malye Korely. Transfer to the railway station.
Route № 2 (4 days / 3 nights) Friday - Monday
Day 1
08.55. meeting on railway station. Excursion around
the city. Transfer to the airport. 13.00-13.30 – flight to
the Solovky islands. Check-in. Lunch. Excursion.
"History and architecture of the Solovky monastery".
Dinner (individual).
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion program for this day: "By blue
and green roads of Solovky islands", "Botanical
Garden". Lunch. Free time. Dinner (individual).
Day 3
Breakfast. Bus excursion on Sekirnay mountain.
Lunch. Free time. Dinner (individual).
Day 4
Breakfast. Excursion to the island B. Zayachiy (for
supplementary) Lunch. Departure to Arkhangelsk.
Excursion to the Museum Malye Korely. Transfer to
the railway station.
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Aviatours to Solovki

Route № 3 (5 days / 4 nights) Friday - Monday
Day 1
08.55. meeting on railway station. Excursion around
the city. Transfer to the airport. 13.00-13.30 – flight to
the Solovky islands. Check-in. Lunch. Excursion.
"History and architecture of the Solovky monastery".
Dinner (individual).
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion program for this day: "By blue
and green roads of Solovky islands", "Botanical
Garden". Lunch. Free time. Dinner (individual).
Day 3
Breakfast. Bus excursion on Sekirnay mountain.
Lunch. Free time. Dinner (individual).
Day 4
Breakfast. Excursion to the island B. Zayachiy (for
supplementary ) Lunch.
Day 5
Breakfast. Free time. Lunch. Departure to
Arkhangelsk. Excursion to the Museum Malye Korely.
Transfer to the railway station.
Tours on request
For touristic group: Group 15-16 persons (L-410) /
group 40-43 persons (AN-24)
Route № 4 (1 day)
08.00. Transfer to the airport. 40 minutes flight to
Solovky islands. Check-in. Excursion "History and
architecture of the Solovky monastery". Lunch. Bus
excursion on Sekirnay mountain. Departure to
Arkhangelsk. Transfer to the railway station.
Route № 5 (2 days /1 night) First day
Day1 08.00. Transfer to the airport. 40 minutes flight
to Solovky islands. Check-in. Excursion "History and
architecture of the Solovky monastery", Solovki
Fortress, exhibition "Military history os Solovki". Lunch.
Bus excursion on Sekirnay mountain. Dinner.
Day 2 Breakfast. Excursion program for this day: "By
blue and green roads of Solovky islands", "Botanical
Garden". Lunch. Transfer to the airport. Departure to
Arkhangelsk. Transfer to the railway station.
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Secrets of the intervention

―Secrets of theto
intervention‖
Aviatours
Solovki
Unique tour program!!!

Foreign military intervention in northern Russia (also
known as North "Russian" campaign) has been part of
the foreign intervention in Russia after the October
Revolution of 1917.
The interventionists were allies of the White
movement. North interventionist campaign began in
1918, in the last months of First World War and ended
with the complete evacuation of the interventionist
forces in September 1919. White, who refused to
evacuate with the interventionists, continued to fight in
the north to the beginning of 1920.
The program is a one-day tour:
Departure from Arkhangelsk on train. Arrival at the
station Obozerskaya. Walking trip to the base combat
archaeologists (1700 m path). Breakfast, tea and
communion. Exit at inspection of the combat area.
Inspection of the main lines of trenches and
fortifications ring strengthening a length of 2.5 km
(446-444 th verst) descent in the dugout for 444 verst.
Return to base. Dinner. Exit at the junction 448 th
verst to board the train. Departure to Arkhangelsk.
The guide will tell the story not only of defense and
confrontation in the 445 verst, but also the whole
period of the Civil War in the North of Russia.
Along the way, the search is conducted rarities and
demonstration of the war found objects - fragments of
shells, barbed wire, barrage stakes, glass shrapnel
grenades, items a soldier's life and gear, unexploded
shells of caliber 75-155 mm (inspection at will, as they
are fatally dangerous), cartridges, liner - a legal
souvenir, hand grenades (meet)
Groups up to 10 people.
Price: 130 euros per person.
The price includes a tour and transport services.
Tourists should have: sports clothing, comfortable
shoes, a packed lunch, a cream against mosquitoes.
Note: The area is remote from the nearest habitation
is 11 km away. Availability of prey and wild animals.
The need for discipline visiting dense forests and
compliance elementary rules of safety.
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Necklace of Kargopol

Necklace of Kargopol
Kargopol is one of the ancient towns, which are
older than Moscow, the capital of Russia. If you are
looking for a plane quiet place to discover a genuine
mysterious Russia, if you want to be one of few
westerners who enjoyed its beauties, that's the
place to go! Welcome to Kargopol. A land of
hospitality and beautiful nature!
Weekend tour Friday — Sunday
Day 1
Tourists are met in Nyandoma at the train station
and transfered to Kargopol. Accomodation in the
hotel. Lunch. Excursion across the town on foot.
Visit to the centre of folk trades ―Bereginya‖. Free
time. Dinner (individual).
Day 2
Breakfast. Bus excursion to Lekshmozero (National
park Kenozerye). Excursion to Lyadiny. You will get
acquainted with one of the oldest Russian churches
SretenoMikhailovskaya (1655 y.) in Krasnaya Lyaga
and one of three fully saved triple assembley in
Lyadiny village etc. Departure to Kargopol. Dinner
(individual).
Day 3
Breakfast. Bus excursion to Oshevensk place.
Lunch. Visit to the centre of folk crafts and trade,
souvenir-shops. Free time. Dinner. Bus departure to
Nyandoma railway station.
Supplementary: train tickets Arkhangelsk —
Nyandoma—Arkhangelsk or Moscow — Nyandoma
— Moscow.
Note: Hotel ―Kargopol‖ is constructed at December
2005. it‘s comfortable hotel with modern rooms, is
located in the centre of the town.
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The blue vast of Pinega river

The blue vast of Pinega river

Rafting is very popular at present among the nature-lovers. The
offered routes are very interesting because they are on the
unpopulated territories. Our route give you the opportunity to make
acquaintance of the unique and wonderful history and nature of
Pinega area!
Route 9 days / 8 nights
Day1
Arrival to Arkhangelsk. Meeting at the airport or railway station. Free
time. Optionally excursion programme in Arkhangelsk. 15.20
Departure to Karpogory town. Transfer to village Sultsa.
Accommodation in village houses.
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion around Sultsa village, visit to a local museum.
Lunch. Instructor comes to our group to assist in preparations. We
start the water rout.
Day 3-4
Along the Pinega river our rafts are going! We enjoy local meals, we
could swim and fishing.
Day 5
Arrival to SURA village. Ancient Russian settlement the motherland of
famous Russian Saint J. Cronstadt. Excursion to the Museum of
Johann Cronstadt. Lunch Visit to the Chapel and have a chance to get
a so-called Saint bath. Dinner.
Day 6
Rafting along the Pinega river.
Day 7
Arrival to Verkola village/ Excursion to the Saint-Artemy monastery
across the Pinega river. Lunch. Accommodations in old Russian
houses. Traditional Russian banya.
Day 8
Breakfast. Excursion to Izhemen village. Visit to local Chapel. Lunch.
Transer back to Verkola village (a motherland of Feodor Abramov
famous Russian author). Excursion to Feodor Abramov Museum.
Evening folk show. Dinner. Transfer back to Karpogory. Visit to Saint
Peter and Paul Cathedral. Travel back to Arkhangelsk by train.
Day 9
Arrival to Arkhaneglsk. Breakfast. Departure for Moscow/S-Petersburg.
Periods: June - August.
Price: upon request, depends on total group amount.
Included: accommodation in old Russian houses, in tents and rafts
along the rout; transfers and excursions, meals and beverages.
Supplementary: Train tickets Arkhangelsk-Karpogory-Arkhangelsk
NOTABENE: take your favorite anti mosquitoes cure, sleeping-bag,
fish-tackle etc.
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Fishing on the MEGRA river
A permanent fishing lodge located in a picturesque
setting, a one-hour flight from Arkhangelsk, and 70
kilometres from the mouth of the Megra River. The
lodge complex consists of wooden houses with a
floor area of 36 m2, with one dining-room and six
beds. Additional sleeping quarters can be provided
in tents. A separate wooden building serves as a
Russian banya.
The resort employs an excellent chef, and
possesses kitchen facilities as well as a generator,
satellite connection, three wooden boats
constructed in the local style and equipped with
motors, and two plastic boats.Experienced guides
look after the fishing arrangements, and operate the
fishing-boat and prepare light picnic lunchs.

Fishing on the MEGRA river

The recommended group size is 6-7 persons.
Price: upon request, depends on total group
amount. 20000 € for group.
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Winter safari to Pinega A tour for adventurers!
Periods: February - march

Winter safari to Pinega

The NORTH, Archangel region, Pomorland the unique place on the
Russian map. Not by chance a numerous ancient monuments of culture
and history make the European North of Russia to be a place where
national traditions are preserved.
A tour by snowmobile along the Pinega river, one of the most beautiful
rivers of the Russian North. The hardy participants will take the trip along
the river by snowmobile (and for those who so wish, transfer by bus is
also available).
The friendly Golubino Resort offers the comfortable rooms.
Accommodation is available either in a double–room of the hotel complex
or in a cottage (with rooms for 2 to 4 persons). All rooms have heating
and facilities (shower and a flush–toilet). Guests can relax in a Russian
banya and enjoy evening meals nearby a crackling campfire.
Excursions are offered to the famous Golubinsky Fall, a Karst cavern
which main tunnel stretches 800 metres. You will be exposed by amazing
underground world, where eternal cold and gloom guard the secrets of
the passing centuries. The impression left by the underground chambers,
the streams and black underground lakes, and the brilliant gleam of the
crystals will stay with you forever.
An unparalleled view of the Pinega region awaits you from the height of
the Krasnaya Gorka (Red Hill), where you are offered a number of
different trails and ski-slopes are offered at the Ski Centre (a ski-lift as
well as equipment rental are available).

Itinerary:
Day 1
Arrival to Arkhangelsk, meeting at the airport. The group departs from
Arkhangelsk by bus to Malye Korely. A brief stop there. The short training
for snowmobile drivers and the journey is resumed, travelling along the
Pinega River to the Golubino Resort (approx.190 km). Lunch en route
includes hot tea & sandwiches. 16.30 (approx.) arrival at Golubino.
Check-in. A Russian banya. Dinner (an evening campfire picnic).
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion to the karst cavern ―Golubinsky Fall‖. Return to the
resort. Lunch.
Day3
Praparations for safari. Departure from Golubino . Technical stop in Malye
Korely. Bus coach to Arkhangelsk.
Price: upon request based on 2 PAX per snowmobile, depends on total
group amount.
Price includes: winter outfit; fuel, insurance, guide service, meals and
beverages on route and at Golubino resort; bus coach Arkhangelsk-Malye
Korely-Arkhangelsk.
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White-coat seal watching

White-coat seal watching
Today protection of white-coat seal becomes an
international problem. You have not to be by side
of this problem. Only one watch to this beautiful
creature helps you decide, if you support position
of white-coat seal protectors or not.
Itinerary
3 days / 2 nights

Periods: 8-18 march

Day 1
Arrival and meeting in Arkhangelsk. Transfer to
the hotel. Check-in ―Pur Navolok hotel‖. City-tour.
Day 2
By air-cushion vessel you go to the Winter coast
of White sea, where you can watch white-coat
seals. Return to Arkhangelsk.
Day 3
An excursion to the Museum of Wooden
Architecture "Malye Korely" (ringing of bells, a tea
in old Russian style). In the evening transfer to the
airport.
Price: upon request, depends on total group
amount.
Price includes: accommodation at the hotel, full
board, excursions, transfers (in accordance to the
programs).
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White whale of Handvik!

White whale of Handvik!

Route: Arkhangelsk — Unskaya bay — Pertominsk —
Arkhangelsk
Whale watching began in 1955 in North America along the
southern California coast. Today whale watching is carried on in
the waters of some 40 countries and Antarctica.
Every year, from the end of June to the middle of August, these
white whales (the local name BELUGHA, in old–Russian language
it means ‗white‘) gather in White Sea. This period of a mid night
sun is a time for belugas for mating, socializing and giving birth of
their young.
Belugha (Delphinapterus leucas) is a polar small whale. It is a
highly intellectual species with an interesting social behavior. They
grow up to 5 meters long, feeding on fish and squid. After the birth,
calves are brown and while growing older their color become
lighter. At the age of 4–5 years whales become completely white.
There are several accumulations of Belughas in the southern part
of the White Sea, totally about 1000 whales. During low tide
Belughas swim quite close to the seashore. They stay there during
low tides and play with new–born calves. One of accumulations
could be observed quite close to the see shore, not far from
Arkhangelsk, the capital of Russian Northern area.
Itinerary
Day 1 Morning arrival in Arkhangelsk on a motor yacht in
Pertominsk
Day 2– 4 Breakfast. Motorboat transfer to the White Sea for
Belughas watching. Lunch. Supplimentary boat transfer to
Lopshenga village (45 km.) Dinner on camp or on the seashore.
Day 5 Early morning breakfast. Motorboat trip to Arkhangelsk
(arrival approx at 16.00). Transfer to the hotel or airport or railway
station The camp is located on Zayachy cape. Accommodation in
tent (SGL). Meals & beverages incl.
Motorboats:
PERIOD: the itinerary is operated during the period from 01.07 till
15.08.
Guide‘s advice: It‘s a good fishing nearby Lopshenga village!
Groups of 2 – 8 PAX are welcomed. The duration of this tour is 5
– 7 days.
Price upon request, depends on total group amount. incl. camp
accommodation, meals & beverages (except the alcohol), guide
service. Supplementary: hotel reservation in Arkhangelsk city and
camping outfit for rent.
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MYSTERIES OF PINEGA CAVES

Pinega caves are unique in their nature. It is a
magic ice kingdom, hidden under the land from
human sight. Frozen water currents, figure icicles,
covered with soft and fragile snow flakes.
And above this fairy-tale comfortable cottages of the
forest hotel ―Golubino‖, a real Russian bath or a
Finish bath with a swimming-pool will wait for you.
The hotel is situated on the river bank near the thick
Pinega taiga forests.
"MYSTERIES OF PINEGA CAVES"

1 day
(Monday)

9:50 Meeting at the railway station.10:00
Transportation to the forest hotel ―Golubino‖
(3,5-4 hours). 13:00 Reception. 14:00
Dinner. Selection and verification of
equipment. Free time. 19:00 Supper.

2 day
(Tuesday)

9:00 Breakfast. 10:00 Transportation to the
village Kulogori by bus. A visit to the
monastery ―Krasnogorskii‖. 11:30 Arriving to
the village Kulogori, Looking round the
caves ―Kulogorskoi troi‖ - (the caves К-2, К4). Dinner (dry ration). 18:00 Arriving to the
tourist complex ―Golubino‖. Supper.
Russian bath (for additional payment).

3 day
(Wednesday)

9:00 Breakfast. A visit to a karst cave
‖Goluinskii proval‖, waterfall ―Svyatoi
istochnik‖. 14:00 Dinner. 15:30 Visit to the
cave Kitezh (the 140‘s cave). Supper.

4 day
(Thursday)

9:00 Breakfast. A visit to the cave
―Visotskogo‖ or the cave ‖Kolibel‘ka‖ .
Dinner at 16:00. Free time. 19:00 Supper.

5 day
(Friday)

9:00 Breakfast. A visit to the cave
―Bol‘shaya golubinskaya‖. 14:00 Dinner.
15:00 Transportation to Arkhangelsk.

Price: upon request, depends on total group amount.
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General information
EQUIPMENT: Each participant is given the necessary equipment – thermal outfits, winter boots, balaclava,
helmet. Clothes to be worn under the overalls should be light warm and comfortable, e.g. wool/fleece. The
safaris include fuel, oil and maintenance.
GUIDING: Our snowmobiles are easy to handle. All safaris are guided by guides and each safari begins with a
driving lesson during which the participants are briefed on technique and safety rules. We provide guidance in
English language.
INSURANCE: The snowmobiles are insured as required by Russian law. This insurance covers medical care
for injuries of the driver and passengers arising from accidents. We aren’t liable in general for personal injuries
or material damage arising from accident during which snowmobile are not involved.
DRIVING TERMS: The driver of a snowmobile must be 16 years old with a valid driving licence. Driving a
snowmobile under the influence of alcohol or any narcotic products is prohibited by Russian law. As the
responsible safari organizers, we reserve the rights to change the routing and duration of the excursions if
necessary, due to the prevailing weather & snow conditions or if deemed advisable for safety reasons and the
comfort of the participants. We also reserve the rights to discontinue the safari if a participant is seen as a
potential danger to him/herself or to others or is in poor health.
Itinerary:
Day 0
Arrival to Arkhangelsk. Transfer to MALYE KARELY resort. Accommodation.
Day 1
After breakfast receive thermal outfit. The short training for snowmobile drivers and the journey is resumed,
travelling along the Pinega River to the Golubino Resort. Lunch en route includes hot tea & sandwiches. 15.30
(approx.) Arrival at Golubino. Check-in. A Russian banya. Dinner (an evening campfire picnic).
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion to the kasrt cavern ―Golubinsky Fall‖. Return to the resort. Lunch. Transfer to Krasnaya
Gorka. Winter activities: snowmobiling, skiing, sledding. Snowmobile and ski equipment rentals are available at
the Ski Centre. Return to Golubino resort. Dinner.
Day 3
Breakfast. Excursion to reindeer stop (optionally). Preparations for the return journey. Departure from Golubino.
Technical stop in Malye Korely village. For the out-of-town participants check-in Malye Korely resort or transfer
to the city hotel reserved.
Price: upon request, depends on total group amount.
Tour is available for the group of 3 PAX and more.
Price includes: winter outfit; fuel, insurance, guide service, meals and beverages en route; bus coach
Arkhangelsk-Malye Korely-Arkhangelsk; guide tour to the Karst cavern.
Accommodations in Golubino and Malye Karely resorts supplementary (accordingly to your choice)
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Expeditions jet ski on the White Sea
Arkhangelsk - Solovetsky island's - Onega
Period: July-August 2015

We organize this expeditions Jet for active,
daring, hardy and purposeful people who
have jet skis and a desire to ride the waves
not only in the delta of the Northern Dvina
River, but also in more extreme conditions.
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Winter holidays at DVINA LAND

Winter holidays at DVINA LAND ! (for corporate group)
Periods: February - March for 3 days/2 nights
Groups up to 50 PAX available.

Accommodation in city center

Accommodation in Malye Korely
resort

Day 1
Arrival . Meeting at the airport/railway
station/ Transfer to DVINA hotel. Checkin.
Excursion to local museum (optionally).
Lunch. Meeting/conference accordingly.
Dinner.
Day 2.
After breakfast transfer to Malye Korely
village. Excursion into open-air museum
of Wooden Architecture (the largest open
air museum in Europe) is a unique way to
experience the calm and sensitive nature
of this Land. Lunch in restaurant. You
got the special outfit for winter adventure
and information about safety rules by
snowmobile tours. Snowmobile safari. In
the evening Russian Banya is waiting for
you (optionally).
Day 3.
Breakfast. Transfer to the city center.
Excursion ‘city tour”. Visit to Father
Frost (Russian Santa Clause) house in
Solombala island. Lunch. Visit to
Belomorskie Uzory (Local handy craft
center). Transfer to airport/rail way
station.

Day 1.
Arrival . Meeting at the airport/railway
station/ Transfer to Malye Korely resort
(25 km out of city). Welcome drink.
Check-in. Meeting / conference
accordingly. Dinner.
Day 2.
After breakfast Continue the meeting /
conference activity. Lunch in restaurant.
You got the special outfit for winter
adventure and information about safety
rules by snowmobile tours. Snowmobile
safari. Dinner. In the evening Russian
Banya is waiting for you (optionally).
Day 3.
Breakfast. Excursion into open-air
museum of Wooden Architecture (the
largest open air museum in Europe) is a
unique way to experience the calm and
sensitive nature of this Land. Lunch.
Transfer to the city center. Excursion
‘city tour”. Transfer to airport/rail way
station

Possibility for additional relax days in
resort or city hotel.

Possibility for additional relax days in
resort or city hotel.

Price: upon request, depends on total group amount.
Additionally: accommodation, meals and beverages,
conference hall/equipment rent.
Conference halls capacity : Dvina hotel 30-40 PAX Malye korely resort 15 PAX.
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KHOLMOGORY SNOWMOBILE SAFARI
Periods: January – March for a group of 3 PAX and more…
Lomonosov Mikhail Vasilievich (8.11.1711 - 4.4.1765),
The son of a poor fisherman, who lived nearby Kholmogory (150km of
Arkhangelsk city) To satisfy his growing thirst for knowledge, in December 1730,
young Mikhail left his native village, penniless and on foot, for Moscow. His
ambition was to educate himself….
Russian poet, scientist, and grammarian who is often considered the first great
Russian linguistic reformer. He also made substantial contributions to the natural
sciences, reorganized the St. Petersburg Imperial Academy of Sciences,
established in Moscow the university that today bears his name, ... His prestige
was considerable in Russia, and his scientific works and his role in the Academy
were known abroad. He was a member of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences and of that of Bologna. His theories concerning heat and the
constitution of matter were opposed by the empiricist scientists of Germany,
although they were analyzed with interest in European scientific journals.

Today Kholmogory-Lomonosovo is a place of historical memory of Russians
that brought glory to their Motherland. It‘s also a place of traditional
handicrafts: Unique art having no analogy in the world culture. Kholmogory
ivory carving enjoyed popularity in Russia. This is the only artistic carving
including all kinds of working: sheer carving; prominent style; sculpture;
etching; tinge work.
A tour for nature-lovers, interested in history of Russia . It will be exciting trip for
tourists of all ages. Our drive will go along the picturesque Northern Dvina river.
Fresh air, white snow, bright ice will stay in your memory for a long-long time.

KHOLMOGORY SNOWMOBILE SAFARI

Day 1. Meeting at the airport/railway station. Transfer to Malye Karely resort.
Accommodation. Excursion to the largest in Europe open door museum of Wooden
Architecture and Folk Art. Dinner (optionally).
Day 2. After the breakfast you will get a winter outfit, safety instruction and short test
drive. Safari starts. In a couple hours ride all the participants arrive to Lomonosovo
village. Excursion in Lomonosovo, museum. Hot tea with some snacks during short stay
there give us energy to make few picture and look around the nature. By the evening we
come back to Malye Karely resort. Russian bath (sauna) optionally.
Day 3. Breakfast. (Optionally on your wish you could prolong your period in resort)
Transfer to the city center. Excursion to the local handcraft center ―Belomorskye Uzory‖,
guided city tour in Arkhangelsk. Transfer to the airport or railway station.
Price: upon request, depends on total group amount.
Transfers Arkhangelsk-Malye Karely-Arkhangelsk; excursions in Lomonosovo, meals
and beverages during safari Malye Karely-lomonosovo-Malye Karely, fuel, winter outfit,
guide, insurance GPS.
Additionally for individual usage of the snowmobile 65 euro; payment for
accommodation, meals and beverages, other services in Malye Karely resort
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Russian holidays in the northern village

Russian holidays in the northern village
Songs, round dances, rides, warm banya etc. are
offered to you!
Group of tourists
Route 4 days / 3 nights
Day 1
Arrival to Arkhangelsk at 9.50. Meeting on
railway station. Excursion around the city. Lunch.
Transfer to railway station. Departure to
Karpogory town. Transfer to village Sultsa.
Accommodation in village houses.
Day 2
Breakfast. Excursion around Sultsa village, visit
to a local museum. Lunch. Banya with good
steam, kvas (Snacks). Folk show.
Day3
Breakfast. Folk show "A wayside picnic" served
with hazel-hen, black berry aperitif and BABA
JAGA & Co (Russian fairy persons). Dinner.
Day 4
Breakfast. Transfer to Verkola village (a
motherland of Feodor Abramov famous Russian
author). Excursion to Feodor Abramov Museum.
Lunch. Excursion to the Saint-Artemy monastery
across the Pinega river. Dinner. Transfer back to
Karpogory. Visit to Saint Peter and Paul
Cathedral. Travei back to Arkhangelsk by train.
Day 5
Arrival to Arkhaneglsk. Breakfast. Departure for
Moscow / S-Petersburg.
Periods: June - August.
Price: upon request, depends on total group
amount.
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Find National Historical Memory

Find National Historical Memory
Snowmobile tour Arkhangelsk - Kimzha village.
Periods: January – March.
Available for the group 3 – 7 PAX.
Ancient village KIMZHA is waiting for the real
adventures! The far remote village keeps it‘s
traditions and ancient life style. The masterpiece of
carpentry art presents by The ODIGITRIYEVSKAYA
church (The church of Maria‘s path finder). It was
finished in 1781 after 70 years of building work.
The village of Kimzha, located near the Mezen River
in the far north of Arkhangelsk region, is remarkable
not just for its early 18th-century Church of the
Odigitria Icon, with its five soaring towers over a
structure of massive larch logs. And this is not some
open-air museum in which a few log houses have
been reconstructed. It is a functioning, living
environment.
In a village of some 300 inhabitants in the summer
(and about half of them in the winter), many of the
inhabitants are elderly or retired, coming back to the
village that was a part of their childhood. They live in
close contact with the rhythm of the seasons — a time
for berries, a time for mushrooms, a time for hunting
and fishing. With this larger group of permanent
residents in Kimzha, a few have banded together to
save the church and form a local orthodox parish.
The question of restoring this great monument to full
use is very much open to question, although the
building itself is strong enough to last for many more
decades. The Sacramental Cross is a memory and
hope for a Future.
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Day 1.
Transfer from Arkhangelsk city centre to Malye Korely village.
Time to get the winter outfit, test the snowmobile and get the
instruction of safety en rout. Start by snowmobile (2PAX per
mobile). After couple hours stop at Golubino point. Dinner in
Golubino resort.
Day 2
Breakfast. Start by snowmobile to Mezen district. Few stops en
rout for hot tea and sandwich. Arrival to KIMZHA village.
Accommodation in guest houses (log ancient houses). Dinner
in a traditional Russian style. BANYA (Russian bath/sauna)
Day 3.
Home made country style breakfast. A guided walk along the
village. You will keep this short and beautiful winter day on The
North in your memory forever.
The way back optionally:
a) transfer by bus to Mezen to get a flight Mezen-Arkhangelsk
(aprox 1 hour flight). In that case it‘s the last day of the tour. On
arrival if necessary we offer the transfer from the airport to the
city hotel.
b) bus transfer to Golubino (approx. 3 hours) for overnight.
There is a possibility to stay in Golubino resort for a longer time
on your wish.
Day 4.
Breakfast. Golubno resort offers supplementary the excursions:
to the Cave ―Golubino Fall‖, bus trip (1hour) to Pinega village
for local history museum. After lunch transfer to Arkhangelsk.
Price: upon request, depends on total group amount. incl.
transfers according to the itinerary, snowmobile safari (incl.
winter outfit; fuel, insurance, guide service, meals and
beverages en route GPS, accommodation, meals, banya in
Kimzha
Additionally payment for: accommodation, meals and
beverages, other services in Golubino resort
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Incentive tours

Incentive tours
Incentive tours are programs of corporate travels
organizations for tourist groups (8-80 persons) including
guide services, accommodation at the hotels, different
excursions. It is a good possibility to raise qualification of
co-workers. On request of client to the schedule of
program thematic seminars and conferences or different
performances can be included.
We offer different programs of Incentive tours: flights,
meeting at the airport, excursion services, preparing and
leading of seminars and conferences.
Route №1
Moscow – Solovki, Arkhangelsk – Solovki
One of the best program of incentive-tours is travel to
Solovetskye islands!
The group of tourists arrives to the islands, get maps and
tasks. And… adventures begin! This program is very
useful for forming experience of team-work. This
interactive game lets them plunge into fantastic action
and adventures. Solovki influence to every man – clever
becomes more clever, evil becomes more aggressive…
Route №2
Arkhangelsk – Kimzha
Kimzha is reserved village of Mezen-region. There are
many buildings in old architecture style. If you want to
see primitive Russia, go to Kimzha with Vizit!
GPS, radio stations – that helps you reach this territory.
Depending on season you can go by hanters sky,
snowmobiles, cars…
Route №3
Arkhangelsk-Pinega
Far away in taiga you get to know amazing northern
nature of Pinega-region!
Here is a noise of rifts, good fishing, a lot of mushrooms
and berries. Further, on the Kenozero lake coasts and
irelands you_wjll see monuments of wooden architecture.
Fishing, rafting, diving, boat excursions, volleyball,
Russian banya, billiard, tennis, picnics, fresh air and
more-more pleasure…
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Tourist agency ―Visit‖ invites you to
Arkhangelsk
distance from Moscow - 1258 km;
from S-Petersburg – 1181 km
Arkhangelsk is easy to get to:
Modern Talagi airport has few daily regular flights
to Moscow (1hour 20 min),
Saint-Petersburg (1hour 25 min),
Murmansk (1hour 35 min).
Talagi airport is 25 minutes to drive from
Arkhangelsk city center.
Travel by train is another option to come to
Arkhangelsk.
Regular daily train from Moscow will bring you to
Arkhangelsk in 20 hours,
from S-Petersburg in 22 hours to the central city
rail station.
163071, Arkhangelsk,
Voskresenskaya St, 99
phone: (+78182) 20 20 99
fax: (+78182) 20 28 92
e-mail: avisit@atnet.ru

163061, Arkhangelsk,
Northern Dvina emb., 95/2
phone: (+78182) 28 62 40
fax: (+78182) 65 50 60
e-mail: dvina@tavisit.ru

See you in Arkhangelsk!

